Abstract
Introduction
The recent development in model-oriented formal specification methods, particularly Z[1, 21, and their applications in industrial software development projects [3, 41 have demonstrated the practicality and the potential benefits of formal methods. However major obstacles in applying formal methods still remain. One of such obstacles is that the rigor of mathematical notations used in formal specifications makes them much more precise than natural language based specifications, but also less intuitive and much more difficult to understand by non-professionals. This makes the validation of formal specifications a very difficult task. A remedy for that is to animate or execute the formal specifications to demonstrate the behavior of the system being specified. The advantages of executable, or operational, specifications are wellknown [5] . However most of the executable specification languages are overly restrictive] and the specifications usually contain design considerations [6] . Modeloriented formal specifications languages] such as VDM and Z , gain their popularity largely due to their generality, flexibility] and the ability to separate design considerations from specifications. These characteristics also render such specification languages nonexecutable in general.
This paper presents an experimental tool for animating Z specifications. It is capable of animating a large and useful subset of Z specifications. The goals of the ZANS tool are:
0 Facilitate validation of Z specifications;
0 Experiment design refinement and code synthesis based on Z specifications; and 0 Assist students to learn the Z notation.
Currently, it supports the following features:
0 type checking of Z specifications; 0 expansion of schema expressions; evaluation of expressions and predicates; 0 execution of operation schemas.
The front end of ZANS is compatible with the Z type checker ZTC [7] . It accepts input in BTEX with zed or oz or ZSL. A Z specification prepared for ZTC can be animated by ZANS with little or no modification.
For the remainder of this paper, familiarity with Z is assumed. In section 2, explicit operation schemas, the key concept, is introduced. A determination and translation algorithm is given in section 3, followed by discussions in section 4.
Explicit Operation Schemas
The key to our animation approach is the classification of operation schemas in Z into two categories: explicit and non-explicit operation schemas. Informally, an explicit schema is one in which all the output variables are directly or indirectly defined by the input variables; Explicit schemas can be made executable. While nonexplicit schemas may need elaborate algorithms and/or data structures, or inefficient constraints satisfying mechanisms to compute the values of the output variables from the input variables. A study of the Z specifications collected in Specification Case Studies edited by Ian Hayes [lO] shows that an overwhelming majority (94%) of the operation schemas are explicit, or can be made explicit with minor modifications.
More precisely, an operation schema is expplicit if the values of all of its output variables, including the post state, can be determined by evaluating some of the expressions in the schema in some sequential order and each expression is evaluated no more than once.
Consider following two schemas 5'1 and SZ: The two equations are considered definitions, so the equal signs are replaced by the assignment operators.
On the other hand, Sz is non-explicit, since q ! and r! are specified with constraints they must satisfy. In general, it is not straightforward to derive an algorithm to calculate the values of the output variables based on the constraints given.
To determine whether a schema is explicit is not trivial. We will present a determination algorithm in the next section, but first, some definitions are in order. Our approxh focuses on definitive simple predicates, which are simple predicates involving equalities. The goal is to convert some of the definitive predicates to assignments and order these assignments so that the values of all tie post-names can be determined. If either v or U are defined, then the value of the other name can also be easily determined, i.e., the reversible definition above can be converted to either v := U or U := U.
Simple definitions and reversible definitions are called definiti ve predicates.
Conversion of nondefinitive prec icates to assignments is non-trivial in general. Currently, we do not attempt to convert nondefinitive predicates.
Definition 4 Assignment conversion set.
Let p be a simple predicate, the assignment conversion set of p ,
denoted Ab], is defined as follows: 
In other words, each name is assigned only once, and if the assignments are executed in the given order, the variable names in E, are either pre-names or An explicit conjunctive operation schema 0 can be executed as described below, assuming that the values of all its pre-names are given:
Step 1. if any predicate in 'Pentry is false then execution fails.
Step 2. Execute the assignment sequence.
Step If all Pi are explicit, than each P, corresponds to an branch, which consists of a set of entry guards, an assignment sequence, and a set exit guards as before.
The execution of 0 succeeds when one of its branches succeeds, it fails when all of its branches fail. It's easy to see that a successful execution will yield a binding of values to all post-names such that P1 V P2 V . . . V Pk will hold.
Determination Algorithm
In this section, we will present an algorithm determining whether an operation schema is explicit, and translating it an executable intermediate representation when it is explicit.
The Algorithm
Algorithm EX determines if a set of simple predicates is explicit with respect to given sets of pre-names and post-names. Specifically, the input to algorithm EX is the following: ( n 2 m 2 ) , where n = #Pred, i.e., the number of predicates, and m = #(PreNamss U PostNames), i.e., the number of names used in the predicates.
Boolean EX( in

Extended Guarded Commands
We introduce the extended guarded command (EGC) as an intermediate representation for explicit operation scliemas. The extended guarded command is an extension to Dijkstra's guarded command. In general, an extended guarded command is in the following form: Informally, the semantics of the extended guarded command above is defined as follows:
Declarations d1, dz , . . . , dl introduce local variable names, whose scope extends to the end of the extended guarded command, and the usual rules for name clash apply.
Executicin of branch z is successful if a) the entry guard g, evaluates to true; b) all the statements s,,1, s2,2, . . . , s~,~, execute c) the exit guard h, evaluates to true. suctzessfully ; and e If one or more branches can be executed successfully, then one of these branches is chosen and executed non-deterministically, and the execution of the extended guarded command is successful.
e If none of the branches can be executed successfully, the execution of the extended guarded command fai Is.
[Student] When all the exit guards are true, the extended guarded command reduces to the original guarded command.
For an operation schema 0, its explicitness can be determined and it can be translated to an EGC when it is explicit as follows:
S t e p 1. Expand schema 0 to handle schema inclusions and schema operations such as conjunction and disjunction. Let Decl and Pred be the declaration and axiom part of the resulting schema, and Pre[ 0 1 and Post [ 01 be the sets of pre-names and post-names, respectively.
Step 2. Convert Pred to the disjunctive normal form. An example is given below to illustrate the process. The example is extracted from the class manager's assistant example in [a] , only the portion involving the Enrol operation is discussed here. The specification is shown in Figure 2 . The specification involves schema inclusion and schema disjunction. The operation schemas are explicit. Figure 3 shows the extended guarded commands for ClassInat and Enrol. 4 
Discussion
The generated EGC can be used to directly animate operation 0, or serve as the basis for code synthesis from Z specification. The expressions in EGG involve mathematical objects defined in Z, such as sets, relations, and functions. They are not supported by most of the programming languages. A library handling these mathematical objects must be supplied in order to execute EGC. ZANS (Z ANimation System) is an experimental tool developed based on the approach presented above. It is developed using C++ and contains a C++ class library that handles all the Completely excluding infinite sets, sometimes is too restrictive. Many operations involving infinite sets also guarantee termination. We are currently investigating techniques such as symbolic and lazy evaluation, to incorporate infinite sets while maintaining termination of execution.
A limitation of ZANS is that it does not support constraint satisfaction for non-explicit operation schemas. We are exploring mechanisms to animate some of the non-explicit schemas: Use an extensive library of generic algorithms to refine the non-explicit operation schemas.
EGC generated from explicit operation schemas can also serve as the basis for synthesizing efficient code from Z specifications.
The ZANS approach is different from the other animation approaches in the following aspects: a) Most of the other animation approaches of Z are indirect. They translate Z specifications to programs in logical or functional programming languages, such as ML and PROLOG, and then execute the programs[8, 91. They require modifications to the original specifications, and a notation-change is needed when interpreting the animation results. The translation is usually manual allows ample chances to introduce errors. Our approach directly animates Z specifications with little or no modification and the animation results refer to the entities in the original specifications directly. b) Most of the other approaches support only some basic features of Z and exclude features such as schema calculus and promotion that are essential for building specifications of large-scale software systems. Our approach supports all the features defined in Z. It only excludes thcise specifications that are not executable. c) Our appI oach uses an intermediate representation that is amenable to synthesizing efficient code in an imperative language. It serves as the basis of an ongoing research effort to synthesize efficient code from Z specifications.
